CHAPTER VI
DISTRIBUTIONAL AND ANNOUNCEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
IN COMBINATION
§ 1. the analysis of the preceding chapters has dealt separately
with the effects on aggregate sacrifice of the way in which
the taxation required to yield a given revenue is distributed
and, for cases where all income is earned and revenue is raised
through a single tax formula based on income, with the effect
of the way in which it is announced. It is now necessary to
attempt a synthesis. When a given revenue has to be raised
— the effects of spending the revenue being ignored — from
a community, the amount and distribution of whose income
is given, there must be some definite tax scheme which, when
account being taken both of announcement effects on aggre-
gate satisfaction and of effects via distribution will involve
o	^_^
less sacrifice than any other scheme would do.1   From Chapter
IV we know that the scheme which minimises sacrifice from
a distributional point of view is one conforming to the canon
of equi-marginal immediate sacrifice modified by regard for
the indirect consequences of high taxation upon the rich in
checking capital accumulation and on the poor in diminishing
productive efficiency.  In like manner we know from Chapter V
that the scheme which minimises sacrifice from an announce-
ment point of view is one under which the levy on each tax-
payer is independent of the amount of work he does.    If,
therefore, levies conforming in amounts to the distributional
ideal could be made in a manner conforming to the announce-
ment ideal, we should have, from the standpoint of least
sacrifice, the optimum means of raising tax revenue.   As was
argued in Chapter II, however, a government, in constructing
tax schemes, is obliged to act by general rules, and cannot
make separate and independent arrangements with individual
taxpayers.   Its practical task, therefore, is to devise a system
of general rules approaching as nearly as may be to that
absolute optimum which would be attainable if individual
1 It is, of course, theoretically possible that there might be three or
four " best" schemes all involving the same amount of aggregate sacrifice;
but this point we may safely neglect.
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